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phofosoft has announced the immediate release of the source code of its
visual effect plug-in for adobe after effects cs6 as well as for adobe

premiere pro. the plug-in is provided for free to all non-commercial users.
the aim of the plug-in is to provide a set of visual effect components

which can help in the film post-production in a way more efficient
manner than possible using the standard tools of adobe after effects, i.e.
those within the layer panel as well as the plug-in's own effect panel. can
you invert the playback of audio with adobe media encoder? the answer

is yes! for the first time, adobe media encoder is able to playback the
audio track backwards so you can audition files without having to

transcribe what's coming out of your audio player. this plug-in allows you
to create a vignette on the source clip. both rectangular and elliptical
vignettes are supported. vignettes can be repositioned and rotated,

applied in any color and blending mode available, to the inside or to the
outside. alternatively only the mask can be rendered, replacing the

source layer altogether. this plug-in supports adobe premiere pro and
adobe after effects on windows 7 64-bit and macos x 10.6.x and 10.7.x.

the adobe premiere pro version supports 8 bits and 32 bits (maximum bit
depth). in after effects, only 8 bit and 16 bit depth is supported so far.
whilst adobes built-in warp stabilizer is one of the most-used tools in

premiere pro, it doesnt fix everything. the newblue stabilizer plugin is a
lifesaver if youve come back from a shoot to discover shaky footage. this

advanced software gives you total control over reducing unwanted
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shake, emulating the look of a steadicam without actually needing the
equipment. unlike adobes warp stabilizer, you dont need to select a point
to track either. if you prefer shooting handheld or dont have the budget
for advanced stabilization equipment like the ronin-m, then this plugin is

certainly one to add to your list!
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consulting editor, post-production supervisor, and professional post
supervisor joanie mol is the author of the dvd and film editing course,
avid's "edi professional editing software for adobe premiere pro." her
career as an editor, producer, and post supervisor has covered a wide

range of medium and short form programming. joanie's editing and post-
production career has included commissions for the discovery channel,
abc, cbs, espn, hbo, a&e, and lifetime television. her current projects

include the feature film "let's do magic," and the theatrical documentary
"one to one: q&a with a champion." her books include "video production

in a digital world (abrams)" and "storytelling with avid edit and adr.
continuum for adobe premiere pro and red software are the industry-
leading tools used on international feature films, music videos, and

commercials. make-up, motion graphics, and vfx post-production are
where boris fx began its partnership with adobe. boris, inc., is a wholly

owned subsidiary of macclone, inc., the leading manufacturer of
professional grade software tools for computer animation and related

post-production fields. hipshot's mask feature allows you to create masks
very quickly so you can add them to your project and create overlays

that are seamlessly matched. effectively handling video clips with single
or double lines of text or logos, the new hipshot mask feature is easy to

use and suitable for lots of projects such as titles, background
sequences, alternative credits, sports graphics and so on. it is very
effective in masking logos, text, single or double lines, vertically or

horizontally. 5ec8ef588b
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